
Have you declared a

Climate Emergency?

Take action today  
with Trees for Cities
The demand for credible action to tackle climate change 
is high, and many Councils have stepped up by declaring 
a Climate Emergency. The challenge is to translate your 
declaration into meaningful action. Find out how national 
charity Trees for Cities can help you to deliver real change in 
your local authority. Together we can tackle the climate crisis.

Registered charity no: 1032154

020 7587 1320
INFO@treesforcities.org

treesforcities.org

There is a magic machine  
that sucks carbon out  
of the air, costs very 
little and builds itself. 
It’s called... a tree.

Environmental activists 
Greta Thunberg and 
George Monbiot

1m
urban trees have 

been planted with 

Trees for Cities since 

1993. We may already 

be in your area!



Tree planting  

and establishment 

Our customised tree 
planting projects fit with 
our partners’ unique 
requirements. From urban 
woodlands to pocket parks, 
we revitalise forgotten 
spaces, greening streets, 
estates, parks and schools, 
creating healthier places 
that engage people in  
their local green spaces.  
We always use the principle  
of right tree, right place,  
and we will ensure that  
all projects we deliver 
have associated short, 
medium and long-
term maintenance and 
management plans. Through 
further expansion of our 
corporate volunteering 
programme, we will help 
fill crucial gaps in LA’s 
maintenance capabilities.

how trees for cities can help you

why plant 
trees? 
Urban trees remove toxic 
pollutants from the air, sequester 
and store carbon, and provide a 
myriad of other benefits (Valuing 
London’s Urban Forest, 2015).

Planting trees brings people 
together to take positive action 
that creates immediate change 
in the local environment and 
has undeniable long-term 
outcomes for the health of the 
planet and its citizens. Tree 
planting galvanises communities 
and helps to establish your 
organisation’s commitment to 
tackling climate change at local 
level, building a reputation for 
pro-activity. Let’s grow on this!

what can trees do for us?
Enhance health 
and wellbeing
Clean and cool the air
Prevent flooding
Provide habitat, food, 
timber, oxygen and shade
Increase property and 
commercial value

Community engagement

Local people are at the heart 
of all our projects. We have 
engaged 100,000 volunteers 
and residents to plant trees 
and transform local spaces. 
Trees for Cities is the first 
environmental organisation 
to be awarded a Social 
Value Certificate in the UK.

Tree Cities of the World

Trees for Cities is supporting 
Councils to become part of 
a global network of cities 
that is recognised for good 
practice in managing its 
urban forest. Tree Cities  
of the World demonstrates 
your commitment to a 
healthier environment, 
dedication to sharing best 
practice, and successful 
approaches to managing 
urban trees and woods.  
Led by the Arbor Day 
Foundation and FAO,  
Tree Cities of the World is  
a partnership programme.

Tree planting ‘has mind-blowing 

potential’ to tackle climate  

crisis, due to capturing huge  

amount of carbon dioxide 

(The Crowther Lab at 
ETH Zurich, 2019)

Carbon offsetting

Carbon offsetting through 
planting trees is a tangible, 
effective and long-term 
approach to managing 
our partners’ residual 
greenhouse gas emissions. 
Through creating woodlands, 
which remove gases like 
CO2 from the atmosphere, 
we help improve councils’ 
environmental footprints 
whilst investing in holistic 
green infrastructure 
which provides a wide 
range of other benefits.

Strategic Partnerships

Our versatile partnership 
packages unlock 
opportunities for match 
funding and are tailored to 
meet the needs and concerns 
of your borough. From one-
off projects to multi-year 
strategic partnerships, our 
experience and expertise 
in establishing trees and 
creating green spaces 
throughout communities, 
helps Local Authorities to 
realise their aspirations 
with confidence.

Just 13%
of the UK’s total land area has tree  

cover compared to an EU average of 35% 

(Forestry Research)



about us
Trees for Cities is the only national 
charity that focuses on urban  
trees. We engage local people to 
plant and establish trees in towns 
and cities across the UK. Since  
1993 we have engaged over  
100,000 people to plant over  
1 million urban trees, working in 
partnership with local authorities 
and landowners to create urban 
woodland habitat, community 
orchards, tree-lined streets and 
parks, and leafy school grounds.

generation tree
As a people-led, quality-driven  
and delivery-focused organisation, 
we want to inspire a new 
generation and create a social 
movement to plant, protect and 
promote urban trees. Find out 
more about our work programmes 
at: www.treesforcities.org

We are trees for cities

act now!
Contact Trees for Cities to discuss how we can assist you 
with one-off planting projects right through to helping you 
deliver your strategic objectives. If you are getting in touch 
via email, please quote ‘climate emergency’ in the subject 
headline. We can help tackle the climate crisis together.

020 7587 1320
INFO@treesforcities.org

treesforcities.org

did you know?
One large tree can  

provide a day’s supply 

of oxygen for up 

to four people 
(North Carolina State  
University)


